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How to get out of Vim? How to quit Vim? How do you exit the Vi editor? How to save and quit Vim? These are some of the most googled questions about the Vim editor. Vim, one of the best terminal-based editors, is famous for its strong features. Its aardent users swear by it, but it leaves new users
baited because of the incredible shortcut. This even leaves them wondering how to get out of the Vim editor. In this article, I will show you some way to get out of Vim. We'll also see some fun facts that are interesting about getting out of Vim. How to get out of Vim? As you've seen in advanced Vim tips,
there are various ways to quit Vim. Let me list them one by one, along with the procedure. Step 1: Enter command mode by pressing the Esc Press key Esc key key: This is very important, because you must first exit the edit mode before typing the exit command. Step 2: Exit vim using the Next command,
you can type one of the following commands to exit Vim in different modes: :q (yes, colon included in command) - This will stop the editor. It will probably encourage you if you try to get out of Vim and there are unsustered changes.:q! - Exit Vim without saving data files (all unsanctioned changes are
discarded).:wq – Save the file and exit Vim. Step 3: Press enter the key Once you make your selection of exit commands, press enter to finally stop Vim and close the editor (but not the terminal). Note that when you press : the editor will have the next keystrokes displayed at the bottom left of the terminal.
Another way to get out of Vim Normally, you should remember the three commands above and you should be fine with getting out of Vim. But as I said earlier, there are more shortcuts to stop vim. Here's the following: Esc + :x + Enter (Save and exit)Esc + :qa + Enter (Exit all open files)Esc + Shift ZZ
(Save and exit)Esc + Shift ZQ (Out without saving) Now it's really up to you to choose how you want to quit the Vim editor. If you ask me, the first method is what you should choose. You save (without exiting) by :w command and then you can use :wq to save and stop (w to save and q to stop). It is easier
to remember q to quit. Facts and excitement about getting out of Vim If you're feeling a little low because you don't know how to quit Vim, don't, because you're not the only one. According to Stack Overflow, over a million developers around the world are looking for how to get out of Vim. In fact, the exit
from Vim has been a point of discussion popular culture. Take this tweet, for example. This is one of the most popular jibes in the hassle out of Vim: I've been using Vim for about 2 years now, Mostly because I can't figure out how to get out.— I'm Devloper (@iamdevloper) February 17, 2014 The
widespread difficulty is quite surprising, because if you run Vim you'll see information on how to get out of it on the splash screen: the exit instructions are displayed on vim splash screens But then, things are clearly not at that time. It's funny that we're so familiar with Ctrl+S, Ctrl+X Ctrl+X that it baffles us
when we don't find the same standard shortcuts elsewhere. Vim is an excellent editor. If you can master its characteristics, there will be nothing else like that. SysAdmins mainly spends a lot of time on the command line. Mastering Vim can really be beneficial. At the very least, you need to master the
basic vim instructions. I hope this tutorial helps you to save and get out of Vim. Share your thoughts and thoughts on it. Facebook 891 Twitter 8 LinkedIn 1 Reddit 0 Pocket 0 In this article, we will learn how to get out of Vi/Vim (after referring to as Vim) text editor using simple instructions. In a previous
article, we describe simple tips on how to save files in Vi or Vim after making changes to the file. Before we move again, if you're new to Vim, then we recommend reading 10 reasons why you should stick to using the Vi/Vim text editor on Linux. To open or create a new file using Vi/ Vim, select just type
the instructions below, then press i to switch to insert mode (enter text): $vim file.txt OR $vi file.txt Press 'i' to Enter Mode in the Vim Editor After making changes to the file, press [Esc] to switch to command mode and press :w and press [Enter] Save File in Vim To exit Vi/Vim, use the command :q and
press Quit Files in Editor Vi To save the file and exit Vi/Vim simultaneously, use the command :wq and press [Enter] or :x command. Save and Exit Files in Vi If you make changes to the file but try to enough Vi/Vim using the ESC and q keys, you will receive an error as shown in the scrrenshot below. Vi
Error Quit File To force this action, use ESC and :q!. Force Quit Vi File in Linux In addition, you can use the shortcut method. Press the [Esc] key and type Shift + Z to save and exit or type in to Shift+ Z Q to exit without saving the changes made to the file. After knowing the instructions above, you can
now proceed to learn advanced Vim instructions from the links provided below: In this article, we learn how to get out of Vim's text editor using simple commands. Do you have any questions to ask or any thoughts to share? Please use the feedback form below. TecMint is the fastest growing and most
reliable community site for any kind of Linux Articles, Guides and Books on the web. Millions of people visit TecMint! to find or browse thousands of published articles available FOR FREE to all. If you like what you read, please consider buying coffee (or 2) as a sign of appreciation. We are grateful for
your never-ending support. Picture worth a thousand commands and options I draw this to my students every semester and they seem to understand vi afterwards. vi is a terrest state machine with only three states. When started, vi go to COMMAND mode, where you can type short, multiple character
commands, infidelity. You know what you're doing; this is not for amateurs. When you want to actually edit the text, you need to go to INSERT mode with some one-character commands: i: go to INSERT where cursor I: go to INSERT mode at From line a: added after cursor A: added to the end of line o:
open a new line under the current line O: open a new line in place of the current line Now, answer the question: exit. You can exit EX mode: q: if you haven't made any modifications, or save it first q!: ignore any modifications and stop wq: save and exit x: this is equal to wq w and x receive file name
parameters. If you start vi with a file name, you don't need to give it here anymore. Finally, most importantly: how can you achieve EX mode? EX mode is for long commands that you can see typing at the bottom line of the screen. From COMMAND mode, you reject the colon, :, and the colon will appear
on the bottom line, where you can type the instructions above. From INSERT mode, you need to reject the ESC, i.e. the Escape button, go to COMMAND mode, and then : to go to EX mode. If you are unsure, minus ESC and that will take you to command mode. So, the strong method is ESC-:-x-Enter
that stores your files and stops. Vim is a Linux text editor based on the older Vi editor. Vim is an enhanced version of Vi; many instructions work for Vi and Vim. This guide will show you how to exit the terminal or use the shortcut keys. Linux System Access to terminal windows/command lines (Activity &gt;
Search &gt; Terminal) User accounts with sudo or root privileges (editing some files may require high privileges) Note: If you need a test file to practice, open the terminal window and enter vim test.txt. Next, press the letter i to switch to silent mode and type a few lines of text. To issue instructions in
Vi/Vim, switch to command mode. 1. Press the Esc key. 2. You need to see the label –-INSERT-– vanish from the bottom left. 3. To save your changes before you exit, type :w, and then Enter. This will save you any changes you make. Vim will respond by removing the file name, either new, and how
many characters are written to the hard drive. 4. To exit Vi/Vim, type :q and press Enter. In addition to command mode, Vim also has the option for shortcut keys: To save files in Vim and exit, press Esc &gt; Shift + ZZ To get out of Vim without saving, press Esc &gt; Shift + ZX Here's a list of commands to
stop Vim: Esc – switch to command mode :w – write down the changes made :q – Exit :q – exit Vim and remove any changes:wq – save changes, and exit Vim :x – save changes made, :) and exit Vim Notes: Make sure to type first to mark the order. Use the Insert key to activate it. You now need to have
several methods to get out of the Vi/Vim text editor. Next, learn other important Vim instructions. To exit Vim: you are in edit mode, press the key first &amp;lt;Esc&gt;first. Then enter :wq + &lt;Enter&gt;to save and exit. Rarely do you want, but to go out without saving, you can run :q! +
&amp;Enter&gt;UPDATE (7-31-2020): When I wrote this I was a beginner at Vim, and couldn't understand why anyone would get out of the editor without saving. Now I have been using it for a while, I used :q! all&amp;lt;/Enter&gt; &lt;/Enter&gt; &lt;/Esc&gt; &lt;/Esc&gt;
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